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Abstract

Large scale, on-orbit additive manufacturing (AM) and assembly is being considered as a
modular and resource saving approach to facilitate permanent human presence in space. To realise
this, a novel AM approach to freeform fabricate large, functional structures in space has been
developed. Combining the reach of a free-flying CubeSat with a collaborative robotic arm and a 3D
printer, large support-free thermoplastic structures can be manufactured beyond the size of the setup
itself. The feasibility of the proposed fabrication approach was established using the Experimental
Lab for Proximity Operations and Space Situational Awareness (ELISSA) system, where a modified
fused filament fabrication setup was mounted on a free-flyer to 3D print free-standing structures.
Using a continuous navigation path incorporating an infinite fabrication loop, over 70 centimetre
long, support-free trusses were produced to well demonstrate the potential of the proposed method
in boundless direct printing of complex structures, independent of gravity or printing orientation.

Nomenclature and Abbreviations

AM Additive Manufacturing
DOF Degrees of Freedom
ELISSA Experimental Lab for Proximity Operations and Space Situational Awareness
FFF Fused Filament Fabrication
GNC Guidance, Naviation and Control
ISM In Space Manufacturing
ISS International Space Station
JWST James Webb Space Telescope
OBC On-Board Computer
PEEK Polyether Ether Ketone
PID Proportional-Integral-Derivative (Controller)
PLA Polylactic Acid
ROS Robot Operating System
SMC Sliding Mode Controller
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1. Introduction

Manufacturing large, permanent human settlements in space was popularised in the 1970s
by American physicist Gerard K. O’Neill, who proposed cylindrical habitats, each capable

of supporting a population of over 10 000. Launching such large structures in to orbit from Earth
would be impractical, and as such O’Neill proposed utilising raw material from the Moon, and
manufacturing these habitats in situ [1]. In more recent years, Dunn et al. and Moraguez et al.
highlighted the advantages of free-form fabrication processes such as 3D printing for In-Space
Manufacturing (ISM) [2, 3]. While on demand and spare part production play a contemporary role
in the operation of space stations, both authors emphasize the importance of large structure ISM
surpassing the limits of deployable structures. For example, space-based optical telescopes such as
the yet to be launched James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) must be designed to stow within a
volume dictated by a launch vehicle’s fairing [4]. This results in the spacecraft needing to undergo
numerous deployments, including the release of 178 mechanisms to reach its operational state [5].
As deployment mechanisms are a known source of spacecraft failure, reducing the need for these
could result in more reliable spacecraft [6]. Another advantage of in-space manufactured parts is
the neglection of mechanical loads during the spacecraft launch – in the case of the JWST of up to
4.55 g1. Eliminating these loads can lead to structures that are optimised for its in-space application
rather than launch, in turn leading to lighter structures and reduced launch costs [7].

Research into ISM techniques for large structural components has been conducted at least since
the 1970s, when General Dynamics, under contract from NASA, produced a prototype “beam
builder” capable of producing hundred meter scale truss segments on orbit [8]. This machine
used ultrasonic welding to manufacture a beam from single-ply graphite/glass impregnated with a
polysulfone resin, and though the feasibility of the concept was proved, did not fly. No investigation
was done as to how more complex structures could be manufactured.

More recently, the focus has shifted to additive manufacturing processes with Tethers Un-
limited, also under the contract from NASA, proposing a concept termed SpiderFab™ [9]. This
robot spacecraft would use an extruding nozzle, or spinneret, to extrude Carbon fibre reinforced
polyetheretherketone (PEEK) segments. Its robotic arms would then, in conjunction with a joining
tool, assemble these segments into large structural components. A prototype truss manufacturing
machine was also built, using Twintex® , a continuous fibre reinforced thermoplastic yarn, to produce
triangular trusses several metres in length. These could then be manipulated by SpiderFab™ to
assemble higher order truss structures. A concept for a “trusselator” machine which could man-
ufacture triangular trusses from rolls of Carbon Fibre /PEEK composite tape was also designed.
The design fit into a 3U (30 cm × 10 cm × 10 cm) volume, and could therefore be integrated into
a CubeSat class spacecraft. In a later study, a prototype of this concept was built, though was
not tested in a space representative environment [10]. A concept similar to SpiderFab™ named
Archinaut has been proposed by Made In Space Inc., which would use a combination of a 3D
printhead, moving in two dimensions, and a robotic traverse system moving in a third, to allow the
manufacture of 3D parts. One or more robotic manipulators would allow the assembly of printed
parts into larger structures [11]. Again, truss elements are identified as a key application for ISM,

1Ariane 5 User’s Manual Issue 5 Revision 3, https://www.arianespace.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/
10/Ariane5-users-manual-Jun2020.pdf
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with uses such as supporting solar sails, or forming the backbone of future space stations suggested.
A prototype of this AM mechanism was produced which successfully printed a structural element in
a space-like thermal-vacuum environment. Additionally, in a shirt-sleeve environment, a beam was
manufactured with a length of 37.7 m, illustrating the feasibility of manufacturing structures larger
than the machine itself [12]. Both concepts share the idea of separate fabrication and assembly
processes. Whilst this allows for the manufacture of complex structures in 3D space, it increases the
complexity of operations and therefore reduces the robustness of the system.

Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF) 3D printers have been used in space since 2014, when the 3D
Print experiment was operated on the the International Space Station (ISS) by Made in Space Inc.,
proving the feasibility of the method in microgravity [7]. In 2016, a second FFF 3D printer was
sent to the ISS, again by Made in Space [13]. The main stated aim of these printers is to allow the
manufacture of replacement parts for crewed spacecraft, thereby reducing the logistical challenge of
long duration human spaceflight [14]. As such, whilst these printers are capable of manufacturing
complex components, these must be smaller than the printer dimensions, and are therefore not
suitable for large scale ISM.

In microgravity, trusses could be manufactured by simply extruding material for the longerons
and struts into 3D space. On Earth, support-free printing of three-dimensional wireframe parts using
conventional FFF 3D printers has been investigated as a method for reducing the time required to
manufacture prototype structures. It was found that to extrude material directly into 3D space, it is
required to keep the extruded material under tension whilst cooling it to its solidification temperature.
The Wireprint study achieved this by pausing at the top of each upward stroke, the material would
then cool before the downward stroke was printed. It was also found that the geometry of support-free
structures are restricted by the nozzle geometry, in this case the authors were limited to a height of
6 mm between layers, and an angle of no more than 32° with the horizontal for downward strokes
[15].

In this paper, we suggest a concept which combines a free-flying satellite with a robotic arm, itself
equipped with a 3D printhead end effector. This would combine the flexibility of a 3D printer with
the reach of a robotic arm to enable the manufacture of large structures. Support-free 3D printing
could be achieved by inducing the spatial movement of the printhead through the combination of
the satellite’s propulsion system and the robotic arm. The proposed concept has an advantage over
“Archinaut” and “Trusselator” due to its ability to manufacture in all three dimensions rather than a
single axis. Target applications could also include the repair of existing structures. Furthermore, it
has been shown that 3D printed thermoplastic structures can be recycled back into filament, which
can then be used print new structures [16]. This results in more sustainable manufacture, and could
be used to alter the size and shape of the spacecraft throughout its lifetime. For example, at the
end of its life, the cross-sectional area of the spacecraft could be increased to reduce the time until
re-entry.

This flexibility comes at a cost however, as it requires sophisticated control algorithms for
synchronised movements of the satellite and robotic arm. This paper presents a feasibility study of
using a robotic arm on a small spacecraft to allow unlimited part manufacture in all three dimensions.
A free-flying satellite mock-up is used on an air bearing table to simulate the friction-less environment
of space, in conjunction with an industrial robot arm and a 3D printhead for fused filament fabrication.
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Two methods of printing large structures – continuous movement of the free-flying satellite mock-up
and robotic arm, and a segmented joining of individual trusses – are tested.

2. Experimental Setup

2.1. Satellite Simulation Test Bed
The design and test of satellite Guidance Navigation and Control (GNC) algorithms requires the

replication or simulation of the microgravity space environment. These can be tested on Earth by
using the Experimental Lab for Proximity Operations and Space Situational Awareness (ELISSA).
This is a 4 m × 7 m active air bearing table consisting of several panels at the Institute of Space
Systems at TU Braunschweig [17]. So called “free-flyers” are fan-propelled satellite mock-ups that
float on an air cushion which is generated by a blower system located underneath the table. The
free-flyers experience friction-less movement in three degrees of freedom – 𝑥, 𝑦 and \ (rotation about
𝑧), allowing spacecraft GNC algorithms to be tested in a representative environment. It has been
found that algorithms proven to work in 3 degrees of freedom (DOF) can be readily extended to the
6 DOF experience in space [18, 19]; therefore, by using a free-flyer equipped with a robotic arm and
3D printer, the feasibility of using currently available spacecraft GNC algorithms for manufacturing
large structures can be assessed.

The free-flyer used for the experiments described in this paper is shown in Figure 1a and consists
of three modules – a propulsion module, containing eight fans; a service module, containing the
on-board computer (OBC), as well as a battery; and the payload module, which supports a robotic
arm, as well as an Ultimaker 2 extruder and printhead2. The fans and 3D printing equipment are
controlled by microcontrollers; the OBC communicates with these via a serial USB connection.
The six-axis industrial Meca500 robotic arm3 has a reach of 260 mm and contains an integrated
controller, this communicates with the OBC via Ethernet. The free-flyer represents a small spacecraft
with an accompanying robotic arm, in this case an off-the-shelf industrial robotic arm is used due to
its proven performance. In the future, a robotic arm which is optimised for the task of ISM could be
investigated, which may have more or less degrees of freedom.

Robot Operating System (ROS) [20] is used to facilitate communication between the free-flyer
and a ground station, that is a Linux PC which runs the GNC and 3D printing algorithms. Finally,
an OptiTrack4 optical tracking system is used to measure the position of the free-flyer. This data is
shared in real time with the ground station via Ethernet. Figure 1b illustrates how the subsystems
are interconnected.

A raised glass platform with paper base is used as the printing substrate, allowing the robotic
arm to reach, and was found to provide good adhesion of the first printed layer. Though the robotic
arm has six degrees of freedom, the nozzle was kept perpendicular to the print surface, as with a
standard Cartesian printer. Future experiments will investigate the impact of varying the angle of the

2Ultimaker, The Netherlands
3Mecademic, Canada
4OptiTrack, USA
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printhead to vertical. Polylactic Acid (PLA) filament5 with a diameter of 2.85 mm was used due to
its good printability characteristics, as well as low melting temperature, and sustainable manufacture
[21].
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Fig. 1 (a) Subsystems of the free-flyer with side and rear view, (b) a schematic showing the
architecture of the free-flyer and how it interacts with the ground station and the OptiTrack
system

5Anthrazit V2 - Das Filament, Germany
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(a)

1 2 3

(b)

Fig. 2 Two different approaches of printing a long truss structure (free-flyer movement
depicted by red arrow and print head movement depicted by green arrow). (a) Shows the
continuous printing approach with the free-flyer moving along 𝑥-axis and the printhead on
the robotic arm end effector moving in the 𝑦-direction. (b) Shows the segmented printing
approach with free-flyer only moving in the positive 𝑥-direction and maintaining its position
while printing each segment. The printhead end effector moves along both the 𝑥- and the
𝑦-axis

2.2. Free-Form Printing
Two methods for manufacturing large structures were investigated. The first combined the

movement of the free-flyer with simultaneous extrusion (shown in Figure 2a), this would allow
the creation of structures as large as the air bearing table, or in space, as large as the distance the
spacecraft could travel. The shape of the structure was dictated by the trajectory of the free-flyer,
along with the movements of the robotic arm. For traditional layer by layer printing, to ensure a
consistent print, the extrusion velocity is recommended to match the velocity of the printhead in 3D
space, which is a combination of the free-flyer and robot end effector velocities. The position of the
free-flyer also needs to be tightly controlled to ensure that the printed structure matches the design.
The segmented method splits a larger structure into smaller segments. Each segment would then be
printed whilst the free-flyer held a fixed position (shown in Figure 2b). By overlapping the segments,
a single large structure could be manufactured. Though simpler from a control perspective, this
introduces joints into the large structure, which may reduce overall structural strength. Additionally,
any error in the position of the free-flyer could impact the shape of the printed structure.

Structures printed in this study are support-free truss structures, as these have been identified as
one of the most useful candidates for large scale ISM [8, 9, 10, 12]. As described in Section 1, the
height between layers, and angle of downward strokes, are restricted by the nozzle geometry, in
our case we were limited to a height of 5.5 mm and an angle of less than 45° with the horizontal.
A printing temperature of 200 °C was used; though this is on the lower end of temperature range
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typically recommended for printing with PLA, it reduced the time required for the material to cool
to its solidification temperature [21]. Larger nozzle diameters increase the the length of time the
material takes to cool, a 0.8 mm diameter nozzle was found to result in an acceptable cooling time,
whilst being sufficiently large to give printed parts stiffness.

The use of layer-by-layer AM with different orientations to the gravity vector has been investigated
to determine the feasibility of using this technique in microgravity [22, 23]. It was found that a
similar part quality can be achieved to conventional printing; however, to the author’s knowledge,
support-free printing in these environments has not yet been explored. Therefore, to determine the
effects of modifying the print orientation to the gravity vector on support-free printing, a separate
setup was used. This consisted of a fixed six-axis UR3 robotic arm6, which has the same kinematics
as the Meca500. The same 3D printing equipment and printing parameters (0.8 mm diameter nozzle,
print temperature of 200 °C) as used in the free-flyer experiments were applied.

2.3. Control System
Two GNC algorithms are used for controlling the movement of the free-flyer on the air bearing

table. The first is a proportional–integral–derivative (PID) control algorithm, which is used for
station keeping, i.e. when the free-flyer should maintain a given position and orientation, whilst the
robotic arm is moving. Three separate controllers regulate the 𝑥-, 𝑦- and \-position; however, they
do not allow for velocity and acceleration control. A novel sliding mode controller (SMC) is used for
navigation along trajectories, allowing simultaneous position, velocity and acceleration control [24].

The free-flyer is exposed to different external disturbances that are caused by the system setup
and are common to active air-bearing tables [25]. The most prominent is the residual acceleration
due to an inclined table surface. The air cushion allows a frictionless planar movement which
however, also leads to a movement of the free-flyer if the table is not aligned perpendicular to the
gravitational pull vector. Aerodynamic forces and torques induced by pressure variations of the
active air blowing system play a subsidiary role. Measurements on ELISSA show that aerodynamic
disturbances are negligible while residual accelerations can reach up to 9.6 mm/s2. Imperfections of
the individual table panels as well as the transition between them may increase the friction coefficient
between the free-flyer and the table surface. The inclination of the table panels changes slowly with
a maximal rate of 0.05 °/m along a panel which can be counteracted by the free-flyer control system.
Table imperfections however, can cause a sudden change of frictional force between free-flyer and
table. The free-flyer control system is thus exposed to external disturbances of different magnitude
and rates of change.

The SMC is used for the continuous printing demonstration as shown Figure 2a in and therefore
performs a constant velocity trajectory along the 𝑥-axis. The controller gains are tuned experimentally.
The test trajectory spans a 0.7 m long strip while the constant velocity is set to 5 mm/s which
corresponds to printing speeds of the robotic arm. An initial test examines the controller accuracy
without the extrusion of filament. The trajectory position and velocity profiles are shown in Figures 3a
and 3b. Prior to the constant velocity movement, the velocity is increased in an S-curve profile to

6Universal Robots, Denmark
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Fig. 3 Comparison of target position and velocity profiles to observed motion of free-flyer,
(a) shows the deviation of 𝑦-position from target trajectory, whilst (b) shows the velocity
components of moving free-flyer and target velocity profile

bring the free-flyer close to the target profile without deviations due to the system responsiveness.
The free-flyer exhibits a maximum deviation from the linear trajectory of 2 mm as visible in Figure 3a.
The velocity components 𝑣𝑥 and 𝑣𝑦 have maximum deviations of 1 mm/s and 1.5 mm/s from the
target velocity profile respectively during the acceleration phase. The deviations during the constant
velocity phase are less than 0.5 mm/s (see Figure 3b).

The PID control system is used for the segmented printing method (see Figure 2b). For each
segment, the free-flyer is held stationary while the robotic arm performs the printing movements.
To achieve accurate results the free-flyer has to counteract the aforementioned external disturbances,
but also the induced reaction forces due to the robotic arm movement, as well as adhesive forces
of the extruded filament. The PID controller gains are tuned experimentally. A test of the PID
controller without moving the robotic arm or extruding filament onto a substrate shows target
position deviations of the free-flyer of less than ±1 mm at maximum and a standard deviation of
0.4 mm.
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Variation of Print Orientation with Gravity Vector
To establish the feasibility of using the support-free printing method in microgravity, the effects

of varying the print orientation with respect to the gravity vector were investigated. Experiments
were carried out using a robotic arm mounted to a stationary platform, which printed a support-free
truss onto the substrate. This was performed with the substrate perpendicular to the gravity vector,
once with the nozzle pointing downwards, i.e. in 1 g, and once with the nozzle pointing upwards, i.e.
in −1 g. Figures 4a and 4b show the trusses printed in the conventional, and anti-gravity orientations
respectively. It can be seen that there is no visible difference between the two, confirming that
support-free printing is possible independent of the gravity direction, and thereby implying that it
would also be suitable for a microgravity environment. Though no difference between the print
performance was observed, further investigations will evaluate mechanical properties between
trusses printed in the two orientations, as it is beyond the scope of this initial feasibility analysis.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4 A visual comparison of trusses printed with the print platform normal to the gravity
vector, in (a) 1 and (b) -1 g, with the printing resolution and the nodal behaviour being
comparable in both cases
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Fig. 5 Comparison of (a) deviation from the target 𝑦-position, (b) deviation from the target
velocities, and (c) extruded material when printing using the SMC controller to follow a
constant velocity trajectory (beading highlighted by ellipses)
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3.2. Continuous Print
Next, the capability of printing a structure by extruding whilst moving the robotic arm and the

free-flyer using SMC, as explained in Section 2.2, was investigated. The extrusion of a continuous
truss element as displayed in Figure 2a requires the simultaneous control of free-flyer position,
robotic arm movement and filament extruder velocity in a closed-loop system. To evaluate the
influence of further external disturbances due to the material extrusion, a continuous line was
extruded using the same trajectory as in Figure 3, whilst keeping the robotic arm in a fixed position.

Figures 5a and 5b show the free-flyer’s trajectory profile in comparison to the targeted profile.
Deviations of position and velocity are of a similar magnitude compared to the initial test without
extrusion (Figure 3). The results show that the extrusion of material has no further effect on the
free-flyer. Figure 5c displays two extruded lines following the trajectory profile of Figures 5a and 5b.
The extrusion appearance is consistent indicating that small deviations of free-flyer and extruder
velocity are tolerable. Beading is only visible during the acceleration and deceleration phase by
nature of the uncoupled free-flyer and extruder velocities (highlighted in Figure 5c). The similarity
of both extrusions demonstrate the repeatability of the SMC. The development of a closed-loop
system incorporating the free-flyer, robotic arm and FFF printer setup would allow the manufacture
of a continuous truss as shown in Figure 2a and will be investigated in the future.

3.3. Segmented Print
As previously discussed, an alternative method for printing a large structure is to split it into

segments, each of which are printed in turn with the spacecraft in a different position. In the case
of a structure which follows a consistent pattern, such as a truss, it is possible to design a single
segment which can be repeated until the desired size is achieved. The benefit of using this method
is the simplification of the spacecraft’s control, where only the position needs to maintained, and
not the velocity. As a spacecraft can move in 6 DOFs, these joints could be in any orientation, and
would allow the manufacture of structures with unlimited dimensions in any direction.

To investigate the feasibility of this manufacturing method, a design for a simple repeatable
truss was created. As the first segment was not required to join to an already present segment, it
used a slightly modified design. Subsequent segments however, used an identical design. Figure 6a
shows an example of the first segment printed using a robotic arm mounted to a stationary surface.
The excess material to the right of the truss is used to prime the nozzle, whilst the material on
the left is where the next truss segment will be joined. As mentioned in the previous section, to
allow support-free printing, the extrusion velocity must be lower than the printhead velocity; for
these experiments, a printhead velocity of 3.33 mm/s was used, whilst an extrusion velocity of
2.75 mm/s was used. It should be noted that the design for each segment utilises a continuous print
path, opening up the possibility of using continuous fibre reinforcement in the future.

Figure 6b shows the same design printed using a free-flyer which was maintaining a fixed
position. It can be seen that though the basic shape remains the same, there is some inconsistency in
the print (e.g. missing node attachments). This is due to variations in the free-flyer’s position during
the print. As seen in Figure 7, the free-flyer’s position varies by up to ±1 mm during a print, and
it rotates up to ±1° (see Figure 7a). As the printer nozzle is located approximately 400 mm from
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6 A comparison between printing a truss segment (a) using a robot arm mounted to a
stationary surface and (b) using a robot arm mounted to a free-flyer which is station keeping

the geometric centre of the free-flyer, the angle error translates to a position error for the nozzle of
±6 mm in the 𝑥-direction, this is shown in green in Figure 7a. This angular error is partially due to
the movement of the robotic arm. Though the arm moves slowly, and has a low mass compared to
the total system, any movement by the arm induces a movement in the free-flyer due to dynamic
coupling. Furthermore, during printing the print nozzle experiences friction with the print platform
which, due to the lever arm, results in a moment being applied to the free-flyer. To determine the
extent to which the errors are due to dynamic coupling, and to what extent they are due to friction,
the robotic arm was commanded to move through the same motions required to print a truss segment,
whilst the extruder was turned off, and the print platform moved away. In this case the free-flyer
orientation deviated by ±0.2°, which is also the error seen when the robotic arm does not move. It
was therefore concluded that the error is due to friction experienced during printing, and that errors
due to dynamic coupling are negligible.

This rotational error is an important design consideration for a spacecraft operating in all 6 DOF
as, depending on the mounting position of the robotic arm, all three axes of rotation may have a
large impact on the position of the arm’s end effector. It may be possible to reduce the impact of the
error on the manufactured structure by having the robot arm actively compensate for any position
error. However, a more robust control system coupled with reaction wheels, which are capable of
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generating a torque without residual linear forces, could eliminate this need. As the positional error
introduced by the rotation of the free-flyer linearly scales with the length of the lever arm, it is also
advisable to reduce the lever arm length to a minimum.
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Fig. 7 Deviation of free-flyer whilst printing and station keeping, (a) shows the deviation in
rotation, whilst (b) shows the deviation in 𝑥 and 𝑦 for both the free-flyer and the nozzle
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After the first segment was printed, the free-flyer was commanded to move to a second position
100 mm from the first, before printing the second segment. To ensure that the two segments
successfully overlapped, and to compensate for height inconsistencies in the print platform, the
origin of the print frame was meticulously set for the second segment. In the future, this could be
achieved automatically using a camera and an object detection algorithm such as that used in [10].
Further segments were printed until a structure consisting of 7 segments was produced, as shown in
Figure 8a, resulting in a total length of the truss of over 700 mm. By further repeating this process,
it would be possible to print a truss with a length limited only by the size of the air bearing table.
Figure 8b shows the joint between two truss segments, it can be seen that the material overlaps
between the two segments.

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

100mm

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8 Long truss consisting of 7 joined segments, (a) shows the whole truss which is over
700 mm long, whilst (b) is a close-up view of the joint highlighted between sections 3 and 4

It can be seen that the printing inconsistencies are larger for some segments than others. Segment
6 in particular experienced large inconsistencies. Some areas of the air bearing table experience
larger external disturbances than others. Additionally, the compression of air by the active blower
system generates a large amount of heat during operation, raising the room temperature over time,
which impacts the cooling speed of the support free structures. However, these inconsistencies are
all attributed to this experimental setup and are not present in the space manufacturing environment.

One of the advantages of our proposed manufacturing method is the capability to manufacture
structures with unlimited dimensions in any direction. To illustrate this, an ’L’-shaped truss section
was designed and printed, and an additional linear truss segment joined to it (see Figure 9). It can be
seen that this could be further extended in both the 𝑥- and 𝑦-dimensions by adding more segments.
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Fig. 9 ’L’ shaped truss for 2 dimensional structures with extension truss joined on 12 cm
mark

The mechanical strength of these trusses is impacted by the strength of the joints at the nodes,
and between segments. As shown in Figure 10a, these are currently formed by simply extruding a
layer of material on top of already cooled material; the adhesion strength at these points is therefore
low. Typically, inter-layer adhesion is improved by applying a force when extruding the second layer
of material, this could be incorporated as shown in Figure 10b. However, as discussed, any friction
experienced by the printhead will increase the position error of the free-flyer, and jeopardise the
consistency of the print. An alternative therefore, is to preheat the previously printed layer using
a non-contact method, such as a laser (Figure 10c), which has been shown to improve inter-layer
adhesion [26].

Limitations of the setup notwithstanding, the capability to manufacture structures, in a friction-less
environment, with dimensions larger than the workspace of the robotic arm has been demonstrated.
Joining repeatable sections together would allow limitless fabrication in any dimension, permitting
the manufacture of large structures such as antennas and trusses on orbit. The use of support-free
printing to extrude in 3D space in particular has been shown to be capable of printing trusses in 1 g,
and −1 g environments, implying that large truss structures could be printed using this method in
microgravity. Going forward, the orientation of the printhead during printing will be varied. This
would allow more flexibility in terms of the height of free-standing structures which could be printed,
without the printhead contacting already printed sections. Additionally, the main advantage of 3D
printing opposed to the manufacturing methods discussed in Section 1 is the possibility for limitless
manufacturing in all three dimensions. Further experiments would therefore be extended to printing
structures larger than the reach of the robot arm in two dimensions. In the future the capability to
scale this technique to produce larger structures will be tested. For example, the nozzle diameter
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(c)

Fig. 10 Comparison of techniques for bonding material at nodes. (a) Shows the method
currently used, where material is joined by extruding the top layer on top of the previous layer.
(b) Shows how material can be joined by applying a force when extruding the top layer. (c)
Shows how material can be joined by preheating the already extruded layer

could be further increased if a method can be found to cool the filament sufficiently quickly, this
would allow the production of stiffer structures, and minimise the impact of sub-millimeter position
errors. Finally, the trusses printed did not have their mechanical strength tested; future experiments
will investigate this, as well as the use of other materials, and methods such as continuous fibre
reinforcement to improve the mechanical properties of the printed structures. The impact of the joints
between segments on the mechanical properties on the larger structure will also be investigated.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, two methods for manufacturing large structures were explored using a robotic
free-flyer on an air bearing table: extruding whilst the free-flyer was moving; and splitting the
large structure into segments which could be printed in turn. It was found that the continuous
printing method was capable of producing consistent results for a single line of material. Using the
segmented printing approach, it was possible to print a truss structure with a length over 700 mm.
The dependency of the support-free printing method on the direction of the gravity vector was
explored, and it was found through visual inspection that printing in −1 g produced no discernible
differences with printing in 1 g. As such, it is posited that the method can be used independent of
the gravity direction, and therefore also in microgravity. We have thus demonstrated the feasibility
of a small spacecraft to manufacture support-free structures larger than itself using a robotic arm
with 3D printhead end effector. Using such a spacecraft would allow support-free 3D printing
of structures with unlimited dimensions, and offers more flexibility than the truss manufacturing
machines proposed by others.
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